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Abstrat. Information extration (IE) addresses the problem of ex-

trating spei� information from a olletion of douments. Muh of the

previous work for IE from strutured douments formatted in HTML or

XML uses tehniques for IE from strings, suh as grammar and automata

indution. However, suh douments have a tree struture. Hene it is

natural to investigate methods that are able to reognise and exploit this

tree struture. We do this by exploring the use of tree automata for IE

in strutured douments. Experimental results on benhmark data sets

show that our approah ompares favorably with previous approahes.

1 Introdution

Information extration (IE) is the problem of transforming a olletion of do-

uments into information that is more readily digested and analyzed [6℄. There

are basially two types of IE: IE from unstrutured texts and IE from (semi-)

strutured texts [15℄. Classial or traditional IE tasks from unstrutured natural

language texts typially use various forms of linguisti pre-proessing. With the

inreasing popularity of the Web and the work on information integration from

the database ommunity, there is a need for strutural IE systems that extrat

information from (semi-) strutured douments. Building IE systems manually

is not feasible and salable for suh a dynami and diverse medium as the Web

[16℄. Another problem is the diÆulty in porting IE systems to new applia-

tions and domains if it is to be done manually. To solve the above problems,

several mahine learning tehniques have been proposed suh as indutive logi

programming, e.g. [8, 2℄, and indution of delimiter-based patterns [16, 22, 7, 14,

3℄; methods that an be lassi�ed as grammatial inferene tehniques.

Some previous work on IE from strutured douments [16, 14, 3℄ uses gram-

matial inferene methods that infer regular languages. However strutured do-

uments suh as HTML and XML douments (also annotated unstrutured texts)

have a tree struture. Therefore it is natural to explore the use of tree automata
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for IE from strutured douments. Indeed, tree automata are well-established

and natural tools for proessing trees [5℄. An advantage of using the more ex-

pressive tree formalism is that the extrated �eld an depend on its strutural

ontext in a doument, a ontext that is lost if the doument is linearized into

a string.

This paper reports on the use of k-testable tree languages, a kind of tree

automata formalism, for the extration of information from strutured dou-

ments.

In Setion 2 we reall how information extration an be formulated as a

grammatial inferene problem and provide some bakground on tree automata

and unranked tree languages. Then in Setion 3 we desribe our methodology

and give the details of the k-testable tree algorithm we have used for our proto-

type implementation. Finally we present our experimental results in Setion 4,

disussion and related work in Setion 5 and onlusions in Setion 6.

2 Tree grammar inferene and information extration

2.1 Grammatial inferene

Grammatial inferene refers to the proess of learning rules from a set of la-

belled examples. It belongs to a lass of indutive inferene problems [20℄ in

whih the target domain is a formal language (a set of strings over some al-

phabet �) and the hypothesis spae is a family of grammars. It is also often

referred to as automata indution, grammar indution, or automati language

aquisition. It is a well-established researh �eld in AI that goes bak to Gold's

work [11℄. The inferene proess aims at �nding a minimum automaton (the

anonial automaton) that is ompatible with the examples. The ompatibility

with the examples depends on the applied quality riterion. Quality riteria that

are generally used are exat learning in the limit of Gold [11℄, query learning of

Angluin [1℄ and probably approximately orret (PAC) learning of Valiant [24℄.

There is a large body of work on grammatial inferene, see e.g. [20℄.

In regular grammar inferene, we have a �nite alphabet � and a regular

language L � �

�

. Given a set of examples that are in the language (S

+

) and a

(possibly empty) set of examples not in the language (S

�

), the task is to infer

a deterministi �nite automaton (DFA) A that aepts the examples in S

+

and

rejets the examples in S

�

.

Following Freitag [7℄, we reall how we an map an information extration

task to a grammar inferene task. We preproess eah doument into a sequene

of tokens (from an alphabet �). In the examples, the �eld to be extrated is

replaed by the speial token x. Then the learner has to infer a DFA for a lan-

guage L � (� [ fxg)

�

that aepts the examples where the �eld to be extrated

is replaed by x.

2.2 Tree languages and information extration

Given a set V of ranked labels (a �nite set of funtion symbols with arities), one

an de�ne a set of trees, denoted as V

T

, as follows: a label of rank 0 is a tree,
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if f=n is a label of rank n > 0 and t

1

; : : : ; t

n

are trees, then f(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) is a

tree. We represent trees by ground terms, for example with a=2; b=1; =0 2 V ,

the tree below is represented by the term a(b(a(; )); ).

A deterministi tree automaton (DTA)M is a quadruple (V;Q;�; F ),

a

b

a

 



where V is a set of ranked labels (a �nite set of funtion symbols with

arities), Q is a �nite set of states, F � Q is a set of �nal or aepting

states, and � :

S

k

V

k

� Q

k

! Q is the transition funtion, where V

k

denotes the subset of V onsisting of the arity-k labels. For example,

Æ

k

(v; q

1

; : : : ; q

k

) ! q, where v=k 2 V

k

and q; q

i

2 Q, represents a trans-

ition.

A DTA usually proesses trees bottom up. Given a leaf labeled v=0

and a transition Æ

0

(v) ! q, the state q is assigned to it. Given a node

labeled v=k with hildren in state q

1

; : : : ; q

k

and a transition Æ

k

(v; q

1

; : : : ; q

k

)! q,

the state q is assigned to it. We say a tree is aepted when a tree has at least

one node with an aepting state q 2 F assigned to it.

Grammatial inferene an be generalized from string languages to tree lan-

guages. Rather than a set of strings over an alphabet � given as example, we

are now given a set of trees over a ranked alphabet V . Rather than inferring a

standard �nite automaton ompatible with the string examples, we now want

to infer a ompatible tree automaton. Various algorithms for this kind of tree

automata indution have been developed (e.g., [18, 19℄).

A problem, however, in diretly applying tree automata to tree-strutured

douments suh as HTML or XML douments, is that the latter trees are \un-

ranked": the number of hildren of a node is not �xed by the label, but is varying.

There are two approahes to deal with this situation:

1. The �rst approah is to use a generalized notion of tree automata towards

unranked tree formalisms (e.g., [17, 23℄). In suh formalisms, the transition

rules are of the form Æ(v; e)! q, where e is a regular expression over Q that

desribes a sequene of states.

2. The seond approah is to enode unranked trees into ranked trees, spei�-

ally, binary trees, and to use existing tree automata inferene algorithms for

induing the tree automaton.

In this paper we follow the seond approah, beause it seems less ompli-

ated. An advantage is that we an use existing learning methods that work

on ranked trees. A disadvantage is that we have to preproess the trees before

applying the algorithm.

Using the symbol T to denote unranked trees and F to denote a sequene of

unranked trees (a forest), the following grammar de�nes unranked trees:

T ::= a(F ), a 2 V F ::= �

F ::= T; F

There are well-known methods of enoding unranked trees by binary trees

whih preserve the expressiveness of the original unranked trees. The one we

use an be formally de�ned with the following reursive funtion enode (with

enode

f

for the enoding of forests):
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enode(T )

def

= enode

f

(T )

enode

f

(a(F

1

); F

2

)

def

=

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

a if F

1

= F

2

= �

a

right

(enode

f

(F

2

)) if F

1

= �; F

2

6= �

a

left

(enode

f

(F

1

)) if F

1

6= �; F

2

= �

a(enode

f

(F

1

); enode

f

(F

2

)) otherwise

Informally, the �rst hild of a node v in an unranked

a

b 

a

d

=) a

left

b

right



a d

tree T is enoded as the left hild of the orrespond-

ing node v

0

of T

0

, the binary enoding of T , while the

right sibling of a node v in tree T is enoded as the right

hild of v

0

in T

0

. To distinguish between a node with one

left hild and a node with one right hild, the node is

annotated with left and right respetively. For example,

the unranked tree a(b; (a); d) is enoded into binary tree

a

left

(b

right

((a; d))), or pitorially shown on the left. Note

that the binary tree has exatly the same number of nodes as the original tree.

3 Approah and the algorithm

On the left, a simpli�ed view of a rep-

resentative doument from the datasets

that we use for the experiment is shown.

3

In this dataset, the �elds to be extrated

are the �elds following the \Alt. Name"

and \Organization" �elds. A doument

onsists of a variable number of reords.

In eah reord the number of ourrenes

of the �elds to be extrated is also vari-

able (from zero to several ourrenes).

Also the position where they our is not

�xed. The fat that the �elds to be ex-

trated follow the \Alt. Name" and \Or-

ganization" �eld suggest that the task is

not too diÆult. However this turns out

not to be the ase as we an see from the

results of several state-of-the-art systems

in Setion 4.

Our approah for information extration

has the following harateristis:

{ Some IE systems preproess douments to split them up in small fragments.

This is not needed here as the tree struture takes are of this: eah node

has an annotated string. Furthermore the entire doument tree an be used

as training example. This is di�erent from some IE systems that only use a

part of the doument as training example.

3

It is important to keep in mind that the �gure only shows a rendering of the dou-

ment, and that in reality it is a tree-strutured HTML doument.
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{ Strings stored at the nodes are treated as single labels. If extrated, the

whole string is returned.

{ A tree automaton an extrat only one type of �eld, e.g. the �eld following

'Organization'. In order to extrat multiple �elds, a di�erent automaton has

to be learned for eah �eld of interest.

{ Examples used during learning ontain a single node labeled with x. If the

doument ontains several �elds of interest, then several examples are reated

from it. In eah example, one �eld of interest is replaed by an x.

The learning proedure is as follows:

1. Annotate eah example:

{ Replae the label of the node to be extrated by the speial symbol x.

{ Parse the example doument into a tree.

2. Run a tree automaton inferene algorithm on the examples and return the

inferred automaton.

The extration proedure is as follows:

1. Parse the doument into a tree.

2. Repeat for all text nodes:

{ Replae the text label of one text node by the speial label x.

{ Run the automaton.

{ If the parse tree is aepted by the automaton, then output the original

text of the node labeled with x.

Note that the extration proedure an output several text nodes.

An implementation issue is how we deal with the ontents of the various text

nodes in the douments. The input to the algorithm onsists of trees with all text

string at the leaf hanged to 'CDATA'

4

exept one that we all distinguishing

ontext. The abstration of the text strings to CDATA is done to get a gener-

alization of the tree patterns of the information that we want to extrat. This

ould be easily done when parsing. Representing eah di�erent text string as a

separate label is undesirable sine it would lead to over-spei�ation. Roughly

speaking a distinguishing ontext is the text ontent of a node that is 'useful'

for the identi�ation of the �eld of interest. An example of the usefulness of the

distinguishing ontext an be seen in the following depition of a doument of

the kind already shown at the beginning of this Setion:

root

tr

td
td

provider

td

b

att

td

tr

td

tr

td
td

organization

td

b

value

td

4

CDATA is the keyword used in XML doument type desriptions to indiate text

strings [25℄.
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Suppose we like to extrat the �eld `value' and the text label organization

always preeeds the �eld `value'. In suh ase we all the text label organization

a distinguishing ontext (for the �eld `value'). If the labels provider and or-

ganization are both replaed by CDATA then any automaton that extrats the

`value' node will also extrat the `att' node. Indeed, the distinguishing ontext

provider vs. organization has disappeared.

In our experiments we always use one distinguishing ontext for eah �eld of

interest when learning and testing the automaton. This is also the setting that

we use for our experiments. The distinguishing ontext is hosen automatially.

Our method is to �nd the invariant text label that is nearest to the �eld of

interest in the dataset. For example the text `Organization:' is the invariant text

label that is nearest to the organization name in HTML doument �gure at the

beginning of this Setion. As distane measure we use the length of the shortest

path in the doument tree (for example the distane of a node to its parent is

one; to its sibling, two; to its unle, three.).

3.1 The k-testable algorithm

Our approah to information extration using tree automata indution, presen-

ted in the previous setion, an in priniple be tried with any tree automata

inferene algorithm available. In our prototype implementation, we have hosen

one of the more useful and pratial algorithms available, namely, the k-testable

algorithm [18℄. This algorithm is parameterized by a natural number k, and the

name omes from the notion of a \k-testable tree language". Informally, a tree

language (set of trees) is k-testable if membership of a tree in the language an

be determined just by looking at all the subtrees of length k (also intermedi-

ate ones). The k-testable algorithm is apable of identifying in the limit any

k-testable tree language from positive examples only. Sine information extra-

tion typially has a loally testable harater, it seems very appropriate to use in

this ontext. The hoie of k is performed automatially using ross-validation,

hoosing the smallest k giving the best results.

For the sake of ompleteness, we desribe the algorithm here. We need the

following terminology. Given a tree t = v(t

1

:::t

m

), length(t) is the number of

edges on the longest path between the root and a leaf. The (singleton) set r

k

(t)

of root trees of length k is de�ned as:

r

k

(v(t

1

:::t

m

)) =

�

v if k = 1

v(r

k�1

(t

1

):::r

k�1

(t

m

)) otherwise

(1)

The set f

k

(t) of fork trees of length k is de�ned as:

f

k

(v(t

1

:::t

m

)) =

m

[

j=1

f

k

(t

j

)

[

�

; if length(v(t

1

:::t

m

)) < k � 1

r

k

(v(t

1

:::t

m

)) otherwise

(2)

Finally, the set s

k

(t) of subtrees of length k is de�ned as:
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s

k

(v(t

1

:::t

m

)) =

m

[

j=1

s

k

(t

j

)

[

�

; if length(v(t

1

:::t

m

)) > k � 1

v(t

1

:::t

m

) otherwise

(3)

Example 1. For example, if t = a(b(a(b; x)); ) then r

2

(t) = fa(b; )g; f

2

(t) =

fa(b; ); b(a); a(b; x)g; and s

2

(t) = fa(b; x); b; x; g.

The proedure to learn the tree automaton [18℄ is shown below. The algorithm

takes as input a set of trees over some ranked alphabet V ; these trees serve as

positive examples. The output is a tree automaton (V;Q;�; F ).

Let T be the set of positive examples.

Q = ;; F = ;; � = ;;

For eah t 2 T ,

{ Let R = r

k�1

(t), F = f

k

(t) and S = s

k�1

(t).

{ Q = Q [R [ r

k�1

(F) [ S

{ F = F [ R

{ for all v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

) 2 S: � = � [ fÆ

m

(v; t

1

; : : : ; t

m

) = v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

)g

{ for all v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

) 2 F : � = � [ fÆ

m

(v; t

1

; : : : ; t

m

) =

r

k�1

(v(t

1

; : : : ; t

m

))g

Example 2. Applying the algorithm on the term of Example 1 for k = 3, we

obtain:

{ R = r

2

(t) = fa(b; )g, F = f

3

(t) = fa(b(a); ); b(a(b; x))g and S = s

2

(t) =

fa(b; x); b; x; g.

{ Q = fa(b; ); b(a); a(b; x); b; x; g

{ F = fa(b; )g

{ transitions:

� a(b; x) 2 S : Æ

2

(a; b; x) = a(b; x)

� b 2 S : Æ

0

(b) = b

� x 2 S : Æ

0

(x) = x

�  2 S : Æ

0

() = 

� a(b(a); ) 2 F : Æ

2

(a; b(a); ) = a(b; )

� b(a(b; x)) 2 F : Æ

1

(b; a(b; x)) = b(a)

With more (and larger) examples, more transitions are reated and generalisation

ours: also trees di�erent from the given ones will be labeled with an aepting

state (a state from F ).
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4 Experimental Results

We evaluate the k-testable method on the following semi-strutured data sets:

a olletion of web pages ontaining people's ontat addresses whih is alled

the Internet Address Finder (IAF) database and a olletion of web pages about

stok quotes whih is alled the Quote Server (QS) database. There are 10 ex-

ample douments in eah of these datasets. The number of �elds to be extrated

is respetively 94 (IAF organization), 12 (IAF alt name), 24 (QS date), and 25

(QS vol). The motivation to hoose these datasets is as follows. Firstly they are

benhmark datasets that are ommonly used for researh in information extra-

tion, so we an ompare the results of our method diretly with the results of

other methods. Seondly they are the only (online available) datasets that, to

the best of our knowledge, require the extration on the whole node of a tree

and not a part of a node. These datasets are available online from RISE.

5

We use the same riteria that are ommonly used in the information retrieval

researh for evaluating our method. Preision P is the number of orretly ex-

trated objets divided by the total number of extrations, while reall R is the

number of orret extrations divided by the total number of objets present in

the answer template. The F1 sore is de�ned as 2PR=(P + R), the harmoni

mean of P and R. Table 1 shows the results we obtained as well as those ob-

tained by some urrent state-of-the-art methods: an algorithm based on Hidden

Markov Models (HMMs) [10℄, the Stalker wrapper indution algorithm [16℄ and

BWI [9℄. The results of HMM, Stalker and BWI are adopted from [9℄. All tests

are performed with ten-fold ross validation following the splits used in [9℄

6

.

Eah split has 5 douments for training and 5 for testing. We refer to the related

work setion for a desription of these methods.

As we an see from Table 1 our method performs better in most of the test

ases than the existing state-of-the-art methods. The only exeption is the �eld

date in the Quote Server dataset where BWI performs better. We an also see

that the k-testable algorithm always gets 100 perent of preision. Like most

algorithms that learn from positives only, k-testable generalises very autiously,

and thus is oriented towards ahieving high preision rather than high reall.

The use of a tree language instead of a string language, whih inreases the

expressiveness of the hypothesis spae, apparently makes it possible in these

ases to avoid inorret generalisations.

5 Disussion and related work

The running time of the k-testable algorithm in Setion 3.1 is O(k m log m),

where m is the total length of the example trees. The preproessing onsists of

parsing, onversion to the binary tree representation (linear in the size of the

doument) and the manual insertion of the label x. Our prototype implement-

ation was tested on a Pentium 166 Mhz PC. For the two datasets that we test

5

http://www.isi.edu/~muslea/RISE/

6

We thank Niholas Kushmerik for providing us with the datasets used for BWI.
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Table 1. Comparison of the results

IAF - alt. name IAF - organization

Pre Reall F1 Pre Reall F1

HMM 1.7 90 3.4 16.8 89.7 28.4

Stalker 100 - - 48.0 - -

BWI 90.9 43.5 58.8 77.5 45.9 57.7

k-testable 100 73.9 85 100 57.9 73.3

QS - date QS - volume

Pre Reall F1 Pre Reall F1

36.3 100 53.3 18.4 96.2 30.9

0 - - 0 - -

100 100 100 100 61.9 76.5

100 60.5 75.4 100 73.6 84.8

above the average training time ranges from less than a seond to some seonds

for eah k learned.

The time omplexity of the extration proedure is O(n

2

) where n is the num-

ber of nodes in the doument. This runtime omplexity depends on the number

of nodes in the doument where eah time it has to substitute one of the node

with x when running the automaton. For every node in the doument tree the

automaton has to �nd a suitable state for the node. With a suitable data stru-

ture for indexing the states the �nd operation on the states an be implemented

to run in onstant time. In our implementation the learned automata extrat

the doument in seonds inluding preproessing using a rudimentary indexing

for the �nd operation.

Doing some additional experiments on various data, we learned that the

value of k has a lot of impat on the amount of generalisation: the lower k the

more generalisation. On the other hand, when the distane to the distinguishing

ontext is large, then a large k is needed to apture the distinguishing ontext

in the automaton. This may result in a too spei� automaton having a low

reall. In future we plan to investigate methods to further generalise the obtained

automaton.

There have been a lot of methods that have been used for IE problems, some

are desribed in [15, 22℄. Many of them learn wrappers based on regular expres-

sions. BWI [9℄ is basially a boosting approah in whih the weak learner learns

a simple regular expression with high preision but low reall. Chidlovskii et

al. [3℄ desribe an inremental grammar indution approah; their language is

based on a sublass of deterministi �nite automata that do not ontain yli

patterns. Hsu and Dung [14℄ learn separators that identify the boundaries of

the �elds of interest. These separators are desribed by strings of �xed length

in whih eah symbol is an element of a taxonomy of tokens (with �xed strings

on the lowest level and onepts suh as puntuation or word at higher levels).

The HMM approah in Table 1 was proposed by Freitag and MCallum [10℄.

They learn a hidden Markov model, solving the problem of estimating prob-

abilities from sparse data using a statistial tehnique alled shrinkage. This

model has been shown to ahieve state-of-the-art performane on a range of IE

tasks. Freitag [7℄ desribes several tehniques based on naive-Bayes, two regular

language inferene algorithms, and their ombinations for IE from unstrutured

texts. His results demonstrate that the ombination of grammatial inferene

tehniques with naive-Bayes improves the preision and auray of the extra-
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tion. The Stalker algorithm [16℄ indues extration rules that are expressed as

simple landmark grammars, whih are a lass of �nite automata. Stalker per-

forms extration guided by a manually built embedded atalog tree, whih is a

tree that desribes the struture of �elds to be extrated from the douments.

WHISK [22℄ is a system that learns extration rules with a top-down rule indu-

tion tehnique. The extration rules of WHISK are based on a form of regular

expression patterns.

Compared to our method the methods mentioned above use methods to learn

string languages while our method learns a more expressive tree language. Com-

pared to HMMs and BWI our method does not require the manual spei�ation

of the windows length for the pre�x, suÆx and the target fragments. Compared

to Stalker and BWI our method does not require the manual spei�ation of the

speial tokens or landmarks suh as \>" or \;". Compared to Stalker our method

works diretly on doument trees without the need for manually building the

embedded atalog tree.

Despite the above advantages, there are some limitations of our method om-

pared to the other methods. The �rst is the fat that our method only outputs

the whole node seems to limit its appliation. One way to make our method more

appliable is to do two level extration. The �rst level extrats the whole node of

the tree and the seond extrats a part of the node using a string-based method.

Seondly, our method works only on strutured douments. This is atually a

onsequene of using tree automata inferene. Indeed our method annot be used

for text-based IE, and is not intended for it. Thirdly, our method is slower than

the string-based method beause it has to parse, onvert the doument tree and

substitute eah node with x when extrating the doument. Despite these limit-

ations the preliminary results suggest that our method works better in the two

strutured domains than the more generally appliable string-based IE methods.

WHIRL is a 'soft' logi system that inorporates a notion of textual similarity

developed in the information retrieval ommunity. WHIRL has been used to

implement some heuristis that are useful for IE in [4℄. In this senseWHIRL is not

a wrapper indution system but rather a logi system that is programmed with

heuristis for reognizing ertain types of struture in HTML douments. Hong

and Clark [13℄ propose a tehnique that uses stohasti ontext-free grammars

to infer a oarse struture of the page and then uses some user spei�ed rules

based on regular expressions to do a �ner extration of the page. Sakamoto et

al. [21℄ propose a ertain lass of wrappers that use the tree struture of HTML

douments and propose an algorithm for induing suh wrappers. They identify

a �eld with a path from root to leaf, imposing onditions on eah node in the

path that relate to its label and its relative position among siblings with the same

label (e.g., \2nd hild with label <B>"). Their hypothesis language orresponds

to a subset of tree automata.

Besides the k-testable algorithm proposed in this paper, we have also ex-

perimented with Sakakibara's reversible tree algorithm [19℄. Preliminary results

with this algorithm suggested that it generalises insuÆiently on our data sets,

whih is why we did not pursue this diretion further.
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6 Conlusion

We have motivated and presented a novel method that uses tree automata in-

dution for information extration from strutured douments. We have also

demonstrated on two datasets that our method performs better in most ases

than the string-based methods that have been applied on those datasets. These

results suggest that it is worthwhile to exploit the tree struture when performing

IE tasks on strutured douments.

As future work we plan to test the feasibility of our method for more gen-

eral IE tasks on XML douments. Indeed, until now we have only performed

experiments on standard benhmark IE tasks that an also be performed by

the previous string-based approahes, as disussed in the two previous setions.

However, there are tasks that seem learly beyond the reah of string-based ap-

proahes, suh as extrating the seond item from a list of items, where every

item itself may have a omplex substruture. Of ourse, experimental validation

remains to be performed. Interestingly, reent work by Gottlob and Koh [12℄

shows that all existing wrapper languages for strutured doument IE an be

aptured using tree automata, whih strongly justi�es our approah.

Other diretions to explore are to inorporate probabilisti inferene; to infer

unranked tree automata formalisms diretly; and to ombine unstrutured text

extration with strutured doument extration.
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